E – COMPONENTS & CHAINS

Detectamet SK100 Safety Cutter
Training & Information Record
The SK100 safety cutter is a glass fibre reinforced safety cutting
instrument incorporating an enclosed blade with only a 3 mm gap,
which ensures maximum safety. It also reduces the risk of product
damage. It is suitable for both left and right handers. The blade has two
cutting edges enabling it to be used four times. Its main uses include
cutting of light and medium weight sheet materials, nylon pallet
strapping, paper, polythene wrapping, shrink wrap and other such
materials.The integrated metal chip is used to slit tape on carboard
boxes.

Detectamet SK100 Safety Knives
Operating instructions for use

1. insert the long lip of the cutter under (or pierce) the material
2. pull or drag the cutter to effect the cutting action,strapping to be cut with a
diagonal stroke
3. for tape, pierce with metal chip and drag along tap to slit open.
4. check the blade regularly for debris or tape residue etc

Maintenance& blade changing
(Do not attempt to poke objects into the blade openings)

1. lay the cutter down on a firm & stable surface (black screw wheel facing
upwards)
2. unscrew the wheel and open up the blade chamber
3. carefully lift & remove the blade
4. the blade can be reversed and turned, before a new blade is required
5. make sure the blade is correctly seated, and close the cover
6. screw the wheel back down tight
7. check that the cutter is working correctly
8. do not attempt to make unauthorised repairs and report any damage or
defect to the appropriate person
9. Dispose of used blades in accordance with company procedures
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